
Report on the Church of Scotland visit to Gaza
9th -11th May 2017.

The group of seven people who originally indicated an interest in joining this group was 
diminished to two, Rev's Kristen Brown and John Howard due to the pressure of other 
commitments. Despite this meaning that two Methodists were representing the Church of 
Scotland we sought to emphasise that we were there on behalf of both the Church of 
Scotland and the Methodist Church.

The delegation was facilitated by the Near East Council of Churches (NECC), whom we 
thank for all their efforts and their wonderful hospitality.

Programme 

Tuesday 9th 08-30 arrive Erez Crossing 
09--45 Met NECC Driver and briefly Dr. Issa Tarazi (E.O. Of NECC)
10-15 Shija'ia Clinic. (Run by NECC)
11-30 Shija"is Vocational Training Centre. (Run by NECC)
12-30 Visit to Orthodox Church
13-00 Lunch with Dr. Maher Ayyad Chair of NECC and

Mrs Amal Ayyad Chief Accountant of NECC
15-15 Check in at Marina House Hotel.
17-00 YMCA
19-00 Return to Hotel.

Wednesday 10th 08-30 Atfaluna centre for the deaf.
09-45 Caritas
11-15 Met by leaders of Woman's Programme Centre.
11-30 Visit Hunger Strikers Solidarity Site 



12-00 Women's Programme Centre
13-30 Lunch at coastal fish restaurant.
16-00 Father Mario. Latin Patriarch Roman Catholic Church
19-15 Visit to fishing harbour and beech with Samar's family
21-00 Return to Hotel

Thursday 11th 08-45 Check out of Hotel
09-00 Alia Arab Hospital (Run by the Anglican Diocese of Jerusalem)
11-00 Leave for crossing.
11-30 Began transit through Checkpoints to return to Israel.

Common Themes. A number of concerns came through at many of our meetings.

Gaza City
The impact of the blockade of Gaza was spoken about time and again. Particular impacts 
of the blockade include:
• Medical organisations cannot obtain all the medicines they need. Even basic medical 

supplies are hard to come by. We were given the figure of 45% of commonly used 
medicines are not available in Gaza.

• Wood thicker than 1.5 cm is hard to come by. Often thinner wood has to be glued 
together in order to obtain wood think enough, for example to make the legs of a table.



• Basic services are not provided. Electricity is on for three hours and off for twelve. 
Institutions have to have their own generators and fuel for them is very expensive. 
People have to manage in their homes

• Water is of a poor quality. The hospitals report a high incidence of kidney stones as one 
consequence of the poor quality of the water. The water has high levels of salts in it and 
even when used for washing has a "greasy" feel to it.

• Professional and skilled personnel are leaving Gaza, as and when they can, deluding 
the community of skills desperately needed. The lack of provision for even basic needs 
makes life so difficult that those who have the chance to leave, do so.

• Building materials remain scarce. Many properties damaged in the 2014 war have been 
patched up, but repairs have in many cases been well below the standard of building 
work expected elsewhere as the building materials are hard to come by and expensive. 
There are still significant numbers of building not yet replaced, after being destroyed in 
the last Gaza War.

Funding through aid, is becoming more and more difficult. The situation for people in Gaza 
is chronic, however it has gone on for a long time. The crises in Syria, South Sudan and 
Yeomen are now attracting the NGO funding support that in recent times has been given  
to Gaza. As a result charities like the Alia Arab Hospital, NECC and Atfaluna are having to 
lay off staff or reduce wages even though they have huge amount of work before them and 
the knowledge that employees cannot simply leave and find another job. 

Additional comments upon particular visits, arranged in chronological order.

Shija'ia Clinic. In cramped and difficult circumstances good work is being done. We saw, 
and were particularly impressed by the work with children to counter the traumatic stress 
they exhibit through their experience of war at such a young age. 

Atfaluna works giving dignity and life skills to deaf people. It is always an impressive 
project to see. Speaking to their Executive Officer it was clear the strain upon him to 
sustain the work with falling income. They have worked hard to maximise their income 
through the craft products they make and they have a number of organisations marketing 
their goods (including Sambula). We made suggestions of two other possible 
organisations that might help, ?TenFarms? In the USA and Traidcraft in UK. Is there 
anyone in the Church of Scotland that might be able take this up with Traidcraft?
We understood that Atfaluna does not receive funding from the Church of Scotland. Is it a 
possible recipient of funds?

Father Mario. During the January visit to Gaza the group met Father Mario for the first time 
and became aware of the particular pressures upon him. Consequently it was felt 
important to visit him again to give support. In the event he was suffering from a cold/flu 
and as a result the visit was abbreviated. We would recommend that he is again included 
in the itinerary for the next visit.

Alia Arab Hospital near to the centre of Gaza City. The buildings are extensive, however 
they are being used far below capacity as a result of lack of funding. There are no Cancer 
Treatment centres in Gaza that can deliver radiological therapies for Cancer sufferers and 
the time it takes to get treatment elsewhere greatly reduces five year survival rates. For 
example, in Israel they are 85% for breast cancer but only 55% in Gaza. Alia Arab hospital 
now has modern diagnostic facilities and would like to add a modern treatment plant. We 
have put the medical director in touch with the Radiological team at Adenbrookes Hospital, 
Cambridge for support. The Hospital Director indicated that the Church of Scotland used to 



provide funding support but no longer does. We were asked to enquire whether there was 
a possibility of reinstating that funding. The staff of the hospital made a particular plea for 
funding that was not linked to particular projects. They were saying that their fundamental 
need was simply for ongoing hospital staff - doing basic medical care.

Conclusions Once again we were warmly welcomed. It is humbling to experience how 
much people in Gaza appreciate us simply being there. They feel forgotten. They were 
asking us when we might come again and we indicated that we hoped that we could do so 
in the autumn, though we didn't commit ourselves to dates.

The situation for ordinary people in Gaza continues to deteriorate. Until the blockade is 
lifted it is very difficult to see any hope that the living conditions of ordinary people might 
improve.

It is clear that the small Christian community of Gaza suffers in particular ways. 
Employment opportunities for them are very limited, social and marital options for the 
young are very limited and so many are seeking to leave - deluding the community more 
and more of the families that make up the Christian Community. It seems almost inevitable 
that the days of Christians living in Gaza are nearing an end.

NECC goes to considerable expense in organising our visit, taking us out for a very 
generous lunch and providing transport for us from place to place. Are there ways we can 
reimburse NECC for this to avoid feeling that funds greatly needed for the work in Gaza 
are being used to welcome us?

Kristen Brown
John Howard




